
LOT 1 ~ PBRS Doc Holiday 698D
Love at first site really does exist, the moment we laid our eyes on the dam of Doc Holliday, we knew the

future would be rewarding and we just needed to hold on for the ride she was going to take our program on.
AUTO Ajay, is for lack of better words “big time,” the amount of dimension she carries on a perfectly 
engineered skeleton is remarkable. She is such high quality, that we can breed her in many different directions
depending on the scenario and end up with phenomenal heifers and bull.  Perfect example being his 
full-sister who sold to J6 Ranch/Ben Spencer just here recently in the Pinegar production sale for $16,000.

You can’t help but admire how ideal the framework is on these flushmates and how flawlessly patterned
they are. If you appreciate moderate cattle, who are easy fleshing and have all the righ skeletal angles, than
these three are your kind.

Selling these THREE of a KIND ...

Lim-Flex (54%) Bull     03.16.2016      Double Polled (not tested)      Homozygous Black
BW: 74 lbs.      Adj. WW: 669 lbs.     Current Weight: 1,060 lbs.      Scrotal: 36 cm

LOT 2 ~ PBRS Maverick 6114D
PBRS Maverick is a direct son of AUTO Ajay, one of our lead-off donors who is destined to make a serious

impact on our program and on the breed at this rate.  Sired by, MAGS Aviator the syndicated sire that was
a past member of Magness’s Denver winning pen who is now becoming one of the the phenotype go-to bulls
in the industry. This mating is clearly one of the most intriguing and anticipated ones that we have ever pro-
duced. 

6114D steps down on a substantial foot, has a powerful hip working in him, yet still gives you the balance
and soft look of a high quality Lim-Flex Sire. Then to top it off, he is in the top 5% of the breed for MB and
top 10% for $MTI.

LOT 3 ~ PBRS Wild West 677D
PBRS Maverick is a direct son of AUTO Ajay, one of our lead-off donors

who is destined to make a serious impact on our program and on the
breed at this rate.  Sired by, MAGS Aviator the syndicated sire that
was a past member of Magness’s Denver winning pen who is now 
becoming one of the the phenotype go-to bulls in the industry. This
mating is clearly one of the most intriguing and anticipated ones that
we have ever produced. 

6114D steps down on a substantial foot, has a powerful hip working
in him, yet still gives you the balance and soft look of a high quality Lim-
Flex Sire. Then to top it off, he is in the top 5% of the breed for MB and
top 10% for $MTI.

Lim-Flex (54%) Bull     03.10.2016      Double Polled (not tested)      Homozygous Black
BW: 73 lbs.     Adj. WW: 666 lbs.      Current Weight: 1,055 lbs.     Scrotal: 35 cm

Lim-Flex (54%) Bull     03.02.2016      Double Polled (not tested)      Homozygous Black
BW: 68 lbs.     Adj. WW: 625 lbs.      Current Weight: 1,065 lbs.     Scortal: 38 cm

                              MAGS WINSTON            BT CROSSOVER 758N
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A full sister to these three bulls topped
the Pinegar Sale at $16,000 

selling to Ben Spencer/J6 Farms, Inc.,
Gibbon, Nebraska.


